Identification of Conserved Water Sites in Protein Structures for Drug Design.
Identification of conserved waters in protein structures is a challenging task with applications in molecular docking and protein stability prediction. As an alternative to computationally demanding simulations of proteins in water, experimental cocrystallized waters in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) in combination with a local structure alignment algorithm can be used for reliable prediction of conserved water sites. We developed the ProBiS H2O approach based on the previously developed ProBiS algorithm, which enables identification of conserved water sites in proteins using experimental protein structures from the PDB or a set of custom protein structures available to the user. With a protein structure, a binding site, or an individual water molecule as a query, ProBiS H2O collects similar proteins from the PDB and performs local or binding site-specific superimpositions of the query structure with similar proteins using the ProBiS algorithm. It collects the experimental water molecules from the similar proteins and transposes them to the query protein. Transposed waters are clustered by their mutual proximity, which enables identification of discrete sites in the query protein with high water conservation. ProBiS H2O is a robust and fast new approach that uses existing experimental structural data to identify conserved water sites on the interfaces of protein complexes, for example protein-small molecule interfaces, and elsewhere on the protein structures. It has been successfully validated in several reported proteins in which conserved water molecules were found to play an important role in ligand binding with applications in drug design.